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Chapter I - The Study 
A. Introducti.on: 
If progress is to be made in the field of 
group work , something must be done to im-
prove the methods and clarify the standards 
by which group work is evaluated . Both in 
the practical leadership of clubs and in 
research, evaluat ion is basic .l 
This "something" 'll ith which Arthur L. Smith is concern-
ed has engaged the efforts of many social workers . ot a few 
attempts have been made to de termine meaningful measures of 
social worlc progres s as a step towards more accurate evalua-
tion of social work services . 
In 1949,2 Professor Saul Bernstein of the Boston Univer-
sity School of Social Work, published three charts, so desfgned 
that group leaders could guage the progress of their groups at 
equal intervals of time, 
Of the tr~ee charts , the Individual Evaluat ion Chart and 
the Group Evaluation Chart are similarly constructed ! Each 
criterion used in the charts (thirteen criteria for the Indi-
vidual Evaluation Chart and fifteen criteria for the Group 
Evaluation Chart) is listed so that the criteria can be evalu-
ated on a four step verbal scale of retrogression , static, 
slight pro ess and great progress . This scale was subse-
quently changed to a fl our step numerical scale of -5,0 , +5 ,+10 . 
1 •. Arthur D. S:vlf't, Jr ., "Research and Methods of' 
Evaluation in Group Work," Proceedin~s of the National 
Conference of Social ~~ l936, p. 54:----
2 . Saul Bernstein, Charting Group Progress . 
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prepared information schedules on all cases on the basis of 
the study of the case records and a follow-up report . Special 
corlli~ittees , each composed of a casework supervisor , a psychi-
atrist, a lay board member, and two psychiatric social work-
ers, studied the information schedules and arrived at a group 
decision regarding the status of each case at cl osing and at 
one-year follow-up . 
Status at closing was rated as improved , partially im-
proved , unimproved, and status at fol l ow- up was rated as sue-
ceasful , partially successful , or failure . Since the decision 
was that of multiple judges , there was a presumption of relia-
bility of jud~~ents. 
In response to a request by the Committee on the Institute 
for Welfare Research "to determine and express how case ork is 
carried on , at what cost, and with what success , "21 Dr . John 
Dollard devel oped the Distress - Relief Quotient or D. R. Q. This 
is a'measure which yiel ds a relativel y reliable graphic pic-
ture of tension changes in a social case record. n22 The theory 
behind the D. R. Q. is that as the case progressed and upward 
movement occurred the number of words or expressions in the 
record which denoted tension in the client would decline and 
the number of words and expressions which denoted rel ief would 
21. J • .ikV . Hunt , Mar garet Blenlcner, and Leonard s. Kogan, 
Testing Results in Social Casework, p , 1. 
22 . J ohn Dollard , and o. Hobart Howrer , "A ethod of 
Measuring Tension in Written Documents , " Journal of Abnormal 
and Social Ps ychology , 42:3, 1947 
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The runda~ental question asked was , " Was the b oy clearly bene-
r itted by the agency's attention , possibly benefitted , or pos -
sibly not benefitted?" . 
The categories of the case records arrived at were: 
A. Services c l early beneritted the boy . 
B. Services possibly beneritted the boy . 
c. Services possibly ineffectual in spite 
or rriendly relationship . 
D. Services clearly ineff ectual. 
1. Services r efused . 
2 . Services inadequate by Cambridge-
Somerville Youth Study standards . 
3 . Other reasons . 
E. Boy not in need of help . 25 
Perhaps the most rigidly scientific attempt at judging 
or evaluating success or failure i n social work services was 
the development of the Iv overnent Sca le at the Community Service 
Society in New York.26 The whole investigation in which the 
scale was developed and tested for reliability, was conducted 
according to strict rules of objective scientific research . 
In this study an attempt was made to devise a Movemen t 
Scale Vlhich ould show the amount of movement i n a case be-
tween opening and closing . 
Movement was· defined as 
the change that appears i n the adaptive effi-
ciency, in t he disabling ha bits and conditions , 
and the verbal i zed attitude and understanding 
of an i ndividual client , and/or in his environ-
mental situation betv1een the opening and closing 
of his case . 27 
25 . Witmer , ~ . cit ., p . 8 . 
26 . Hunt, Blenkner , and Kogan , op . cit. 
J . MeR Hunt , and Leonard s .-xoean, Measuring Resul ts 
in Social Casework. 
27 . Hunt and Kogan , g£ . cit . , pp . 21- 22 . 
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This is al so the reason w-hy the excerpts were giYen la-
bels ins t ead of just being scattered throughout the question-
naire . Since the excerpts could serve t wo or more different 
criteria , each respondent muld then have h is choice of which 
criteri on to use in order to rate them~ Undoubtedly several 
of the excerpts lould be rated with different criteria in mind 
and this woul d , in a large degree weaken the results of the 
questionr1aire . In this way , the writer is assured that ea ch 
respondent had the same criteria in mind when the ratings ere 
completed . 
A further reason for placing the excerpts under t he cri-
teria which they were intended to ill ustrate l ies in t he hy-
pothesis . If ancl1oring illustrations for the criteria are to 
be derived, then the writer needs some assurance that t he re-
spondents rated each e~oerpt with the same criterion in mind. 
In this way , then, forty- seven incidents of gJ:>oup behav-
ior ·ere excerpted from the t wo process r e cords and categor -
ized under fourteen criteria . Actually there are fifteen 
criteria listed on the Group Evaluation Chart . However , At-
1 tendance as a category was omitted since it is not susceptible .. 
to being illustrated by excerpts , but can be expressed in num-
bers . The attendance for a normal group of nine to t~elve 
year old boys at any one meeting has been found t o be 75 per 
cent . 4 It was therefore not necessary to include it in this 
questionnaire . 
4 . Ibid ., p . 46 . 
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There ~as enough material to provide from three to four 
illustrations for each of the criteria. This number for each 
of the fourteen criteria :was felt to be necessary since there 
was no way of predicting beforehand which of the excerpts the 
respondents would agree to rate the same way. With three to 
four excerpts for each of the criteria , it was fairly safe to 
assume that at least one of the excerpts of each criterion 
would receive a significant rating . 
There was enough material in the two records to provide 
the forty-seven items used in the questionnaire, so that the 
third record was not used. If it had been used, probably an 
equal amount of excerpts would have been found and thus the 
questionnaire would have been lengthy and unwieldy. Since the 
respondents have a limited amount of time , length of the ques-
tionnaire became an important consideration. Therefore , the 
use of the third set of process records was dispensed ~ith . 
At the beginning of the study the writer had in mind to 
include as part of the questionnaire such background material 
for the criteria as socio-economic status of the groups from 
which the excerpts were drawn, religious composition , country 
of birth of parents and other similar factors . However , upon 
further thought this material was omitted . The questioru1aire 
was designed to test two hypotheses , one of whicl1 states that 
it is possible for professional group workers to arrive at an 
agreement as to how to rate a selected list of instances of 
group behavior limited only by age range and sex. This would 
23 
increase tho value of the Group Evaluation Chart for the age 
range and sex chosen, in this study nine to twelve year old 
boys . I1~, however , the background of the two groups were to 
be inserted into the questionnaire in some detail, then, if 
there -:;as an agreement as to the rating of the excerpts , the 
value of this agreement ould be limited to groups with simi-
lar background , For this reason, therefore , all the back-
ground information regarding the groups , excepting that of a ge 
range and sex was omitted. 
For the most part, the excerpts were self- explanatory in 
~hat they QQntained within themselves all the information nec -
essary in order to rate them. However for some of t he excerpts 
it was necessary to provide additional material in order to 
place the excerpt in the context of the record from which they 
were chosen. For excerpts II l , V l , VI l, VII l , VIII 2,3 , 
IX 3 , XI 1, XII 2, XIII l, and XIV 1, it was necessary to pro-
vide this information• I n those cases where the writer's own 
words were added to those of the process record , they ~ere 
differentiated by either be ing enclosed in parentheses or by 
not being enclosed within quotation marks. 
Three of the excerpts (IX 2 , XI 1 , 2 ), were taken from 
different , successive parts of the records in order to show 
the incidents they depicted as fully as possible ~ 
Five questions were included at the end of the question-
naire . These ~ere added so that some information could be 
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secured as to the opinion of the respondents regarding the 
problems raised in the development of the questionnaire . 
Questions 1 and 5 dealt with the problem of whether or 
not there was sufficient material in the excerpts so that they 
could be rated and whether the respondents thought that the 
items illustrated the criteria under which they were placed. 
'~uestion 2 was i nserted to find out if the respondents 
would have wanted the background material of the groups from 
which the excerpts were dravm . If so , what sort of background 
material would they have found most helpful? 
Question 3 dealt with the general opinion of the respond-
ents l"'egarding the scale used . The writer wanted to know if 
the respondents ·~ould have liked to have used the expanded 
rather than t he contracted scale with which they were aske d 
to rate. 
Question 4 deal t with the problem of the genera l nature 
of standards for one age range and sex regardless of otl1er 
background material . In this the vriter wanted to kno¥ if the 
respondents thought that attempts along this line of inquiry 
were worthwhile and within the realms of possibility . 
These questions grew out of the general problem of' devel-
oping tl1e questionnaire as well as from several interviews 
held with f our professional workers in group VJork . The sugges-
tions were that the questions be included so that the respond-
ents would have the opportunity to modify their answers or to 
comment upon the general and specif'ic problems raised by the 
25 



However , this study lacb9d the necessary data for a cor-
relation test . '.Phe \"lri ter therefore, utilized the chi - square 
test . 
The chi - square is a comparison between tvro distributions 
of the same set of scores - the distribution of t he question-
naire scores as observed and the distribution of the same 
scores as t hey rould have occurred by chance . If the distri-
bution of the observed scores differs by a certain amount from 
that ~hich would be expected by chance, then the observed dis-
tribution can be said to be due to f actors other than those of 
chan ce. An analys is of the factors which makes for the chance 
distribution or f or the significant distribution will enable 
conclusions to be drawn . 
This , then , was t he stat istical procedure utilized in 
this thesis . The chi - square equation was used i n conjunc-
tion with a table of ch i - square values . 3 This resulted in 
obtaining for each excerp t a probability value stated in per 
cents . For example , let it be assumed t hat the distribut ion 
of the scores in an excerpt received a P value of 12. 1 per cen~ 
This means that if a l arger number of respondents had been used1 
this part i cular distribution 'lould have a chance of occurring 
12 . 1 times i n a hundred . 
3 . The chi - square equation will be found i n the 
Appendix on page 66. 
The tabl e of chi - square values is found on page 882 
of Croxton . and Cowden , ££• cit . 
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were then totaled separately and together. Dividing each sep-
arate total by the overall total gave the percentage o:f the 
sixteen scores which could be expected to :fall into each of 
the two columns. Thie was used as the theoretical frequency,. 
In this case the theoretical frequency was estimated as 55.8 
per cent and 44.2 per cent. That is, it was expected that 
ordinarily, 55.8 per cent of the scores would fall into the 
-5,0 column or the lower half of the scale and that ·44e2 per 
cent of the scores would fall into the +5,+10 column or upper 
half of the scale .. 
One correction was made. in order to complete the. statis-
tical procedure.. In order to utilize the chi - square test, 
there must be at least a potential of five scores in each cate-
gory or cell... That is, should each category J:ieceive an equal 
proportion of all the scores for any one excerpt, theoretical-
ly there would have to be at least five scores in each cate-
gory. In the particular case of this study, since there is a 
possibility of only four categories, at least twenty soorings 
would have to be made for each excerpt in order to distribute 
five scores to each category. However, there were only sixteen 
possible scores for each category in this studye Therefore, 
a correction was made in the mathematical calculations. After 
the chi - square value was calculated and before the p value 
was determined, 0.5 was deducted .from the chi-- square value 
to correct for the smallne.sa or the sample. 
31 
The reader should note carefully tr1at the use of the 
chi " square test places severe limitations upon t he inter• 
pretation of the results . If any of the excerpts should be 
found to be significant at the five per cent level, that is, 
should they receive a P value of five per cent or less, all 
t hat can be concluded is that t here is some indication that 
this excerpt is a tentative anchoring illustration of the cri-
terion under which it is placed for whi chever hal f of the 
scale it happens to fall into. For example, if XI 1 should 
receive a P value of five per cent or less and it falls into 
the lower half of the scale, then all that can be concluded 
is that there is some indication that the respondents to this 
questionnaire were able to discriminate enough to indicate 
that it is a good example for criterion XI in the lower half 
of the scale . A definite corroboration of this indication 
will have to wait for - further study with the correlation tests. 
With t his always at the back of the mind, the results of 
the test were examined. 
C. The Results of the Questionnaire - Supervisors: 
The table on page 33 shows t he raw scores and their dis -
tribution for each excerpt as well as the P values for each 
excerpt. The reader is asked to r efer constantly in the dis-
cussion of this section. 
In I 1 there is an exact split between the two columns -
eight scores in the ( -5, 0) column and eight scores in the 
( +5 ,+10) column. This probably r eflects an inde cision on the 
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part of' the respondents . One of the comments made at the end 
of the questionnaire stated t hat perhaps some background mate -
rial f or the particular excerpt would have been helpful . It 
is quite probable that the respondents supplied their own back-
ground material , . thus accounting for the apparent indecision. 
The high P value of I 2 may be a function of its length. 
An excerpt as long as I 2 contai ns within itself a variety of 
factors. I n rating the excerpt each respondent quite probably 
chos.e a different factor to rate. This accounts for t he wide 
distribution of the scores and the consequent high P value. 
I 3 received a 0 . 8 per cen t P value . The brevity of this 
excerp t combined with the lack of confusing factors can account 
for the low P value . The P value places this excerpt in the 
upper half of the scale . The behavior demonstrated by Ross 
in providing an original record form seems to be above normal . 
Under the criterion of Group Standards , excerpts 2 and 3 
received significant distributions . Comparing these to excerpt 
1 , it is noticed that t he group standards stand out clearly in 
2 and 3 . Excerpt 1 beclouds and hides this standard. In 
choosing II 1 , t he vriter felt that it illustrated a stand a -
gainst excessive s howi ng- off, On re - reading in the light of 
the distribution which it received , it seems that the respond-
ents rnay have i n terpreted the "jeering" at Danny as a protest 
against his holding up the start of the baseball practice and 
not, as the v~iter thought , for his showing -off . This 
34 
possibility of a double interpretation may very 'l::rell have 
confused the r espondents 1ith the resulting distribution . 
II 4 also depic ts a clear standard - that of stealing and 
the group ' s feelinr: towards it. It may be the feel ings around 
stealing are a .function o.f the immediate environment - more so 
than are feelings around athletics or deceased parents - the 
subjects of II 2 and 3 . It is possibl e that the distribution 
may reflect the milieu from which the respondents draw their 
primary experience. A breakdown of the data ac cordin to 
Settlement houses and Je ish Centers seems to bear this out . 5 
Settlements for the most part serve low socio- economic areas 
and Jewish Centers , on the other hand , serve most l y mi ddle class 
areas . Six settlement houses rated this excerpt evenly - three 
i n 0 and t hree in +5 . Four Jewish Center workers rated this 
s ame excerpt three 0 and one - 5. Thus the Settlement workers 
tended to rate this excerpt higher than t he workers in the 
Je~ish Center , the explanation probabl y being that even this 
non- committal attitude toward stealing , as related in the ex-
cerpt, is considered above normal behavior in the areas served 
by Set tlements and normal in the Jewis h Center areas . 
The distri bution for III 1 and 2 clearly puts III 1 in 
the ( ~5 , +10) class and III 2 i n the ( - 5 , 0) class. Here again 
the expla nation reveals itself upon close examination of the 
vording of the excerpts . It is normal for groups of nine to 
5 . The breakdown o.f al l the ra~ scores into Jewish 
a gencies and Settl ements wil l be found in the Appendix on 
pages 58- 59 . 
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;respondents rated it (-5,,0). It is curious that in a break-
down o:f the data according to Jewish agencies and Settlements, 
the workers in the Jewish agencies tended to rate this excerpt 
lower. 
IX 2 irs: placed in the upper portion of the scale~ 
Marty's leadership and his handling of Danny's di.sappointment 
is certainly exceptional. 
There is an indecision upon the part of the respondents 
in IX 3 as to whether to rate this excerpt (-5,0) or (+5;+10). 
This may reflect a confusion as to whether to rate the group 
participation in oleanj_ng up (-t>5,+10 behavior) or·:tn rating 
Dick's leadership in "sternlyt• asking Jerry and Frank to he:Lp 
also ( -5,0 behavior),. 
All the excerpts in the Cooperative Planning or~terion 
are skewed to the right halt of the scale~ This resulted in. 
each exoerpt receiving a less than five per cent P value.. The 
explanation may lie in the fact that cooperation is in itself 
a plus behavior, or at the very least, normal behavior.. Below 
normal behavior in this criterion would be defined as unco-
operativeness. Since the records from which the excerpts are 
drawn happen to have been written on exceptionally cooperative 
groups, it was ~possible.to find an example of uncooperative 
behavior. Therefore, the respondents only placed six scores 
in the lower halt of the scale~ 
All the excerpts in Group Thinking received a high P 
value - 59.5 per cent, 54.2 per cent, and 54.~2 per cent~ These 
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ex()erpts were ohoaen. in ordEJr to show the: proo.ese o.r group 
thinking and needless to say the di~Jtribution received was 
e not antioipa ted .. 
Seve:tral fao.tors may help to explain this distribution" 
Firstly, the ra.c.tor of p$%'SOnal. bill$ 1$ always p!'esent and it 
may have ver:y wel.l arept into this eriteri.on. Secondly, a 
breakdown or the scores as shown in Table II; reveals that the 
Settl«aents concentrated their soores in the uppa!' half of the 
soale and the Jewish agencies. tended. to score the lowe:t- half .. 
BetllJ1ng in mind that Settlements on the whole aerve lower ola 
areas and the workel:"s in the Jewish Centers usually server mid-
dle olass areas, an explanation might be arrived at. Lonr 
olasa groups o£ this age are usually not regular .friendship 
groups 'but ~pecial interest groups and therefore have little 
praot!oe in democratic prooedu~es with the neoeaaa~y thinking 
in a group whioh it. b:t'1ngs with it* Therefore, workers in 
Settlements might tend to rate group thinking above normale 
On the other h.e.nd groups in middle ola$a al:'ea.s ot this age 
range and sex do tend to be someWhat or rriendship ~oupa and 
thereJ."ore do get this experienoe earlier than their peers in 
less .fortunate areas. This may account for the trend to rate 
group thinking (-5;0) among workers in Jewiah agencies~ This 
hypothesis need~ teating as well as the implication which it 
carries.. This implication is that the whole ar.iterion or Gi"cq> 
Thinking may be a runct1on ot the social and cultural milieu 
and not be susceptible$ to having anchoring points provided ror 
it .. 
In )ti;t l• the responsibility the group takes upon itsal..f 
is olearly shown and therefore it ve<:Ui!iVed a rating o:f (-5, ... 10) 
The loyalty and mol'a.lo ia difficult to tind in XII 2.. It 
was origin~lly o.hoaen since it dem.onat~ated !Prank' a .feelings 
for the group.. Howeve:x- $ the .re5'$pondents n11a:y have been oont'uil-
ed in not being sure 'Wh$ther to ratE) Frank.,. the leader, o:r- Sid 
and Jack. In this exoerpt also, the-:re waa a division between 
the :ratings of th& Settl~menta and the Jewiah Centers - Jewish 
Centers tending to rate lower" 
There is a spread in the·:ratings of' XII 3 and a aonae .... 
quent high P value.. The probable explanation seems to be that 
aom.e of the respondents may have rated the boys'~ .fntettest and 
pride in their own personal recognition in reaaiving the pins 
rather than their pride in the reeogn1t1on or the gttoup to~ 
the WO:ii:!ld Service Contribution. 
'rhe &oorings tor the excerpts under> Aooeptanoe ot Di:t'tar-
enae~ a•e.ma aga1r.r to retleot an indecision by the respondents 
as to how to rate thia f1r$t exo~rpt. The oonruaing taetor in 
the excerpt may be Lta intex-t*el'ienaa and consequently aome of 
'· the respondents may have rated the gi.'loup ·' .s ~atJtion to· L rathe 
than to Joe. the small boy" 
In XIII 2; the P value is very olosct to s1gn1fioanoe. A 
o~efu+ reading ot the exoe:rpt disolo.ses. that the J.ast expres-
sion of the exosrpt may nave oaused the di.f.ferenoe.. Some re-
spondents oould possibly have interpreted this tts;eemedtt in 
th1a last sentence as indicating change and therefore rated 
. .<: 

that there was enough information to rate and seven said t here 
wasn 't. In the light of the results, this may account for so 
much of the confusion reflected in the waivering attitude as 
demonstrated by the indecision of the respondents as to whe th-
er r ate (-5 , 0) or (+5 , +10 ) on some of' the excerpts . 
Further evidence as to t he probab~e confusion present in 
the r a ting of s ome of the excerpts is attested to by the fact 
t hat five of the respondents , in commenting up on the first 
question , mentione d the difficulty separating group r ea ction, 
. member reaction, and leader react ion in their ratings . 
Six of the sixteen r es pondents ment ioned the need for 
background material in order to better rate the excerp ts . 
Frequently mentioned were previous experiences , group's rela~ 
tionship v1i th the l eader , and community fac tors. Three of the 
res pondents affirmat ively said that no background is needed , 
while seven of t h e respondents didn ' t answer the question . 
Combini ng the last two groups as respondents who do not care 
whether background material i s included or not , the majority 
ca n then be sa i d to believe that certain factors can be found 
to be i n common for all nine to twelve y ear old boys• groups . 
In answer to question 3, there was an even split of five 
to five , with six respondents not answering the question. Thi s 
is i n agreement with question two indi cat i ng that there i s a 
belief among supervisors of group work student s that common el-
ements can be found. Some modifications however were added . 
Elements or norms must , of necessity , be of a ge neral nature ; 
44 
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must be ti tted to t:Jocio-eoonomic baokground; and must be rigid .. 
ly defined. These oon.unents do not detract f'rOlll the tact that 
the possibility of finding such common elements is indicated. 
The respondents were definitely in favor (S--4) of using 
the full seale. It would have been easier is the gene~al the~e 
ot the oomments around this point. 
Regarding the sut'.fio1enoy of the exoerpts to illustrate 
the oriteria under which they appeared, the respondents were 
overwhellningly asa'\U'$d that the exoe:z;-pts did serve this func-
tion (~O!l0'3)o 
D. The R«!!sults 9.! .the guestionnaire - Students# 
In :or.der to provide a rough and partial oheok against the 
supervis.ortP ratings.; S$Ven students who were leading nine to 
twelve year old boys' groupa at.tne time this study was oon~ 
duoted7 or who had led such g~oups th$. previous year, were ask 
ed to complete the que~tionnaire. They W$re requested to an-
sw~r the following queation: It these instances depioted in 
the questionnaire occurred in your group, how would you have 
rated it? All aeven of th$ students completed the entire ques-
tionnaire .. 
The ohi ... squfU'e was not used as th~ students' sample is 
extremely small and one or two evaluations in a d1£fe~ent 
oategovy can easily up~&t the mathematical oaloulations.. This 
ia. not tl"'U.e or a la:t'ger saltl.ple like that of the supervisors ... 
Howev':'lr, since the purpose in having the students_ rate 
th8 questionnaire was to provide merely a rough obeok, all 
- =-=--==11==-=--=--=-~-=-=--==---=-=--=-c =·-=-=----~==-=-===-=--=-=-=--=---=-=--=-=--~-=--=-=-==-==--=-=~-=~-===-=-==-=-=-~-.--.---.·-~= 
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Social Responsibility to the Agency - upper hal£ 
nWh.en L announced a Club Officers' Training Program 
sponsored by the 'Y,' all the boys with the exception 
of Tom wanted to go. There was much discussion ••• as 
to what offices they would try for.. Sam was sure that 
he would be elected treasurer, and urged Tom to go to 
the course and try for treasurer.n 
Social Responsibility to the Agency - upper half 
nDuring the proceedings (of the £inal party £or the 
season) Seymour mentioned that there was enough food 
for everybody, suggested inviting in a few people on 
the staff, and began with the Boys' worker who uommend-
ed them on having elected officers, for their program 
for the past year. They also invited in a young secre-
tary, the nsweetheart" of the agency, and Ned, the desk 
clerk .... These guests were thoroughly enjoyed by the 
group, and the officers were introduced to them.'* 
Social Responsibility to the Community - lower half 
11 L hoped that a few boys would show up since they really 
should get started on a newspaper before long. Sid, who 
had just arrived commented to the affirmative and added 
that the Archbishop starts his drive April lst and that 
everyone around here saves for him. L hoped that our 
drive would be over before the Archbishop:':& and Albert 
added a gloomful tyes,' commenting that the Archbishop 
was 'tough competition .. ' 11 
Social Responsibility to the Community - upper half 
uL ••• explained that the World Service Program was now 
in effect and ~ould the boys like to make a contribution 
from the treasury. Seymour quickly added up the funds 
stating that we had $3.85, and thought that we could af-
ford 75 cents and all agreed." · 
Enriched Interests - upper half 
"L asked them for ideas and interest in crafts projects_ 
The boys seemed very interested and L suggested a puppet 
project. He explained to them the method of making pup-
pet~, staging, the writing of a production, etc., and 
they were interested in the whole thing. Each volunteer-
ed to bring something in as they wanted to start the fol-
lowing week ••• Al thought that it would be a lot of fun ••• 
and they all agreed.n (The project ran for 4 to 5 weeks 
and included puppet-making, scenery, painting.) 
.e 
Enriche·d Interests - upper half 
ttDick said that his father had volunteered to make the 
stage for the group if they would supply the wood. L 
said that this was very thoughtful of his father but 
wondered if the boys might not like to make the stage 
themselves. They all agreed that this might be fun and 
L suggested that they keep their eyes open for large 
cardboard boxes .... n 
Enriched Interests - upper half 
llAs they were eating, Butch rolled up his lunch bag mak-
ing a hat out of it and claiming that he was the 'King 
of England.t The other boys in a gleeful mood followed 
suit with Seymour cla~ming comically that he was the 
fQueen of Spades," and little Dick, pompously, and very 
humorously, the tDuke of Gloucester,. t L followed suit 
as the •Prince o:f Walest and let off into a story in 
which all the boys participated. The story revolved 
around the Robin Hood story somehow eventually b~inging 
in Snow White in which the boys changed their characters 
to those of the seven dwarfs. rt 
Enriehed Interests.- upper half 
nRobbie completed his (painting) minus the sky and baek-
ground early in the period-. When L pointed this out •• ~ 
he went on to finish it. As he did this, he began sing-
ing in a very high and beautiful voice. L picked this 
up, and shortly everyone was singing cowboy songs ••• the 
singing continued. for the remaining half hour of the 
period." 
Handling.Oonflicts 
nsuddenly Nate. gave Jack a quick kick in the shins under-
neath the table and Jack, with sudden fury and gusto, 
poked Nate viciously in the eye. Nate collapsed in a 
pool of tears and it was necessary tor L to pull Jack 
off Nate. Everyone .felt that Nate had it coming and 
prized Jack for his action. L suggested that Nate go 
out and get cleaned up in the washroom and come back 
when he was feeling bette:;- but he tearfully refused to 
do this, and then L demanded that he sit in the other 
side ·of the r-oom away from Jack.. L also reprimanded 
Jack for using this method of settling the matter. Jack 
said that he would put the gloves on with him any day. 
The boys reminded Jack that boxing gloves could be only 
used :for instruction, with an instructor in attendance,. 
at the 'Y.l L commented that it was too bad that the 
I 
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and cocoa . Al bert said t hat he would get hold of the 
others and make the arrangements . " 
FEB . 7 : "Dan came early and came out i nto the kitchen 
and -atched Las L completed tto signs for the part y •• ~ 
He helped L arrange the tabl es and the chairs ••• Jack 
arrived shortly after dth a pot full of warm cocoa that 
he claimed he had made h i mself at h ome , put it on the 
stove and lovingly guarded it and stirred it , taking time 
out to help Albert wi th s etting the cups and plates . 
Albert had arrived with the donut s . Soon the kitchen was 
buzzing with boys •• • " · 
Cooperative Planning - upper half 
FEB . 28: "L dropped t he idea that we a l l mi ght like to 
stay tlu"ough on some Thursday night a nd cook supper to-
ge ther before going to basketball practice . There ~as 
much i nterest in this . " 
'JIARCH 6: 11 L then wondered if the group would like to 
have supper toge ther next Thursday night before bas ket -
ball practice . L explained that we woul d have a s i mple 
menu - somethi ng like meatloaf , baked potatoes , canned 
corn , and p i e . Ken i mmediate l y volunteered to head a 
committee, followed by Ben and Mike . They were ac cepted 
by the eroup ••• L suggested that we could do away lith 
dues next ~eek and contribute a quarter apiece , a potato , 
and something else such as a loaf of bread, quart of milk, 
etc. Ken was seen s i gning up those who wanted t o come 
and ended up ~ith eleven boys . " 
RCH 13: Summary of the supper: - Ken had collected the 
money and three pledges for the contributions of food f or 
the supper . Each boy contributed some item to the total 
meal , hel ped prepare , s erve, and clean up . Eleven boys 
attended . " 
Cooperative Pl anning - upper half 
" I n the di scussion (concerning L ' s leaving the group for 
the summer) 1 t was decided thP.t we woul d go f ishing next 
week , he.ve a big party the last Saturday and elect our 
officers at that time . Dick volunteered with Joe to h e ad 
a refreshment committee and have their mothers donate 
cake . " 
Group Loyalty and Morale - upper half 
"Bob ••• comnented that we all had de cided to chip for a 
indow br oken when one of the members thre~ a stone at 
it on the ay home .from basketball practice the other 
night . L had not heard about this and Bob expla i ned 
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that they didn't want the Boys' Director to hear about 
itg for fear that he twould get mad and do something .. '" 
Acceptance of Dii'.ferences ... lower half' 
0 L introduced Ken,; a very young 9 year old who wanted 
to get into the club. Ken explained that he was a mem-
ber of the Saturday cwmp but that he wanted to get into 
a club such as this~ Seymour immediately commented upon 
his age and was followed by similar comments from Joe 
and Albert. L pointed out that the olub was for boys 
from 9-12, but that perhaps Ken should stay through to-
day as our guest .... and$ ... later we could discuss the 
situation wmong ourselves"'n 
Decreasing Need for the Leader - upper halt 
••As L entered the 'Y·' about 10 a.m., the Boys t Director 
informed ~ that his club was having an impromptu meet-
ing in one of the clubrooms with the leader o.f another 
group. They were having a meeting to decide what to do 
since it was raining and the football game had been can~ 
celled. As L headed for the clubroom the door flew open 
and Henry came running out saying,. 'Hi Sid, we fre having 
a meeting, and I 1 ve brought a new member, Lou, my cousin.t 
The club members were quite excited and self-satisfied 
at .the spontaneity of' the meeting and wanted to decide 
on something to do for the day and to vote on Lou~ Six 
at them were present 1 including Seymour who was in ~ood 
spirits and very happy to see L and the boys again (he 
had been ill) • n '' 
Decreasing Need for the Leader - lower halt 
rtBob then said that he didntt know exactly how to say 
it but that the boys thought that L was nat spending 
enough time with them in the group, pointing out that 
L was only with them at meetings, every other Saturday 
afternoon, and occasional basketball functions.. Bob 
thought that tthree clubs were too much :for anyone.''* 
-------=-=~-==-=IF===-=-=-=-~-=--=--
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Chapter IV - Summary and Conclusions 
A. Summary: 
The field of social group work is constantly expanding 
its area of . concern and cons equentl y growing i n size and com-
plexity. With this expansion has come the realization that 
goals must be clarified, direction must be set, and the road 
must be mapped . Over the past years professional group work-
ers have called f'or objective and ·scientific evaluative meth-
ods with which to perform this task. 
It was the purpose of this thesis to give one of these 
evaluative tools , the Group Evaluation Chart , more meaning , 
by bringing it one step closer to being a reliable , objective 
instrument of evaluation. 
Trvo hypotheses were established at the bee;innine; of this 
s tudy to do this . One states that group mrlcers , limited onl y 
by age range and sex , can agree on how to rate selected ex-
cerpts taken from group process records. The s ec ond hypothesis 
states that if the first is true then it is possibl e to pro-
vide anchoring illustrations for the criteria o the Group 
Evaluat ion Chart . 
In order to test these hypotheses , professional group 
:rorkers were asked to rate a selection or e-!Ccerpts from the 
group process records or t o nine to twelve year old boys ' 
groups in relation to what they considered to be the character-
istics of a normal group of this age range and sex. The 
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respondents v:rere able to indicate that twenty-six of the 
forty-seven excerpts coul d probably be stated as anchoring 
illustrations . 
B. Conclusions ~Recommendations: 
Several conclusions logically follow from this study. It 
can be stated that professional group workers as a group can 
discriminate betveen the lower and upper halves of the scale 
on the Group Evaluation Chart. Since this is true it was 
found that anchoring illustrations can be tentatively stated 
for these portions of the scale . Although the chi ~ s quare 
has its advantages , the application of it to this data placed 
severe and tight limitations on the results obtained and the 
conclusions which could be drawn. 
The writer r e comme nds that the correlat i on method of test-
ing reliability of the questionnaire be utilized . This same 
questionnaire should be scored again by the same respondents 
in the not too distant future . The new set of data can then 
be correlated with the present set to de termine the degree of 
reliability of the questionnaire. 
It may also be possible to have this questionnaire rated 
by an equivalent group of group workers and then correlate the 
t'lo sets of scores to determine the degree of reliability. 
An anal ysis of the reasons for disa reement revealed that 
for several distinct reasons, the disagreements can be explain-
ed as not being due to the inability of the supervisors to 
agree on ho~ to rate the excerpts , but t hat they were due to 
several other factors. These factors point to the need for 
further study. 
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BOSTON UN IVERSITY SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 
261... B2.y St ate Road - Boston 15, Massachusetts 
February 24. J 953 
Dear Friend : 
i·i11.y I ask your special cooperation with the 
s tudy t hat l'lr. Levy is undertaking in the attempt 
t o establi sh a.r:cho:t1 poi nt s f or t he cri teria in my 
c:1.art:.s. Pr8.c tica.l ly e ·; eryone whc ha s used the- charts 
i-:las bee:-1 c ::- nc~:!-n')cl abcc t t he d:J.nger of m.l.bj ecti~re 
.i:.tc1. f~:r .. : r.~ n ~ .. s in :~. ~= s~~.i(n ing ;..~ . g~o'.l~ t c ~ :n~,r -~-;i v 211 point on 
+~l·1e f:i\.·- ~~. !_c ~ : ~ . i .~:--.!-~ .. i..!c .. r.{ ca.n be:- 31 J. -:;c. s s rful in e ~.tab­
~ - l st~j_ r· . z; r. .. ~. :-:f ·: ·:·~_ .. ~~v :r::ts (:...li11 s t:cA.~ioL1.3 of £', r oup b~­
ha vL'J ;_o·c va:r2..Gu s po:;,nt s m1 the scal e ) whi ch coul d 
be:::C)me & 1::-!lme o f r ei'er er..c e , t he use:i:'ulness of the 
charts \"lC' •.ll d be ~ree1. tly i ncreased. This wculd, in 
t urn , mea.n that all of u s "rouJ.d ha ve at our disposal 
a mor e e ff ective instrument f '.) r evaluation. 
Pl ease accept in advance my warm thanks for 
your help . 
• 
Cordially yours, 
.--:1 
X, .. , . / '\ .. , . ; ~.t _; , .-~.-e . -~.o - L. ;" ; , / t./i,-1/ _. .~VI- -~ 
Saul Bernstein · 
Professor of Gr oup Work 
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tw'l 
This -questi;~~-cri;e i~-~;-;p;-~ect-zF·-;xcerpts from th-e group- proces3- rcco-:.f:J~:r 
9-12 year old boys! groups. All items in parentheses or n:>t in quota t ior.. .narks 
ei+,her a summary of what is in the 12;roup records or an explanation so a.s to place 
excerpts ii1 ccmtext. 
Please rate each 'Jf the excerpts by encircling the numbers following them. 
'I'h•-3 f 0J 1oHing two exc<>rpts are examples of the way in which the excerpts in 
~ h -~ bxly of th-:J que stion:'.ai:::e are to be scored. It is not necessary for you to 
EXAI,'IPLE A: 
IX. LEADERSHIP AND PARTICIPATION 
11 P_s dues were being collected a discussion developed in regard 
to raising money. This arose from a vote to have a 15-cent 
vreekly dues and the members reco'11ized that this amount over 
a lc;ng period of time would not be enough to buy them the 
atl1i etic jackets that they all wanted, L stated that some of 
the o+,f!er clubs were selling Christmas cards and corsages to 
rei se mo:1e;r. 'Nould they like to do something like that? 
Mar t y sal r..:. t n2t he had made corsa,g;es before out of an eye 
f..r..:Jppc :i.') ,_,rirc, end different decorative material. He went 
int·J t h e pro·;es3 quite fully. He said that he would be 
glad t o show us how to do this at the next meeting; and that 
they were quite nice enough to sell." -5 0 C~+lO 
I rated this excerpt "+5 11 because in l'•lY opinion and accora1.ng to 
,;:y conception of average behavior of 9-12 year old boys 1 groups, the 
leadership 1--Iarty takes and the reaction of the group in allowing him to 
go this far in explaining his project without stopping him is above 
averacse. However, in HY opinion, it is not that far above average, or 
the 11 0 11 point, to rate it a "+10. 11 
EXAHPLE B: 
VIII. HANDLIEG CONFLICTS 
After a fairly successful football game, the following is 
recorded: 11 ••• as they walked back to the 1Y1 they all 
talked excitedly about winning the trophy. L reminded 
them that if they expected to win the trophy they would 
need some practice before the game this afternoon. This 
they agree to but when they arrived at the 'Y' several 
of the fellows got involved in a sand fie;ht in the back 
lot and L had difficulty in keeping it b~oken up for 
any len;;th of time. The boys seemed to break into 
groups of two or three and enj oye d themselve s immensely 
throwing sand at each other. Jc.ck and Lenny who are 
usua.lly fairly quiet boys took particular delight in 
this pasttime." 
Utilizin,2: r·IY conception of the reactions of an average 9-12 year old boy's 1 
12;roup, I r a ted this example "0," because the manner of startim; the sand fight, the 
tyoe of conflict it is, and the necessity for the leader to step in and attempt to 
resolve it, is average for this sex and age range. If in :!VIY opinion this excerpt 
constituted an example which is above average in the area of HANDLING CONFLICTS, I 
would have rated it eighter "+5" or "+10" according to how far above avera .r;e I 
thow;ht it wa.s. On the othe r hand, if I thouS<;ht tha t it was below average, I 
would have encircled the "-5." 
?0 
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It is import?.nt to bear in mind that in rating the excerpts, each excerpt is 
r.o be considered a.s separate and unrelated to any other excerpt. Secondly, it is 
,.-·311 to keep in mind that in rating the items you are utilizing YOUR conception 
of what is avera~e behavior for groups of this sex and age range. 11 0 11 on the scale 
r·epresents the avera12;e behavior. 
II. 
GROUP ORGANIZATION 
L 11L ••• c.sked Danny to conduct the vote for baseball captain, and 
with the help of L he a.sked for nomination. John and Bill were 
chosen and both were accepted. It was agreed that whoever was 
elected should have the right to choose his own co-captain. 11 -5 0 +5 +10 
2. 11L sug12;ested that someone make a motion to consider Carl for ap-
proval as a member. ·This was done with haste., and seconded. Up 
to this point Carl hc.d caused quite a bit of confusion with Tom 
and had to be reminded several times thA.t we were trying to con-
duct a meetinq; in a business-like manner. The group insisted 
that Cerl,leave the room while his case was being discussed. Not 
the least to L 1s surprise the boys had much to say about Carfts 
A.dverse behavior, butvoted him in on a two-week trial period ... 
Tom was c:.sked to escor.t the new member back into the room and he 
j_,'TIIllediately dashed out into the hall and exclaimed, 1You 1re on 
a two-week probation period. 1 L sug~ested that the secretary 
inform the new member formally of the decision. Carl seemed 
to take the decision as a matter of course. 11 -5 0 +5 +10 
3. "Ross collected the dues, using fl. bookkeeping sheet that he 
had mc.de up himself for the purpose. He proudly announced 
that the club had over a 1buck 1 and turned over the bandaid 
tin half full of change to L for safekeeping. 11 
GROUP STAND.fu"i.DS 
-5 0 +5 +10 
1. At basebe.ll practice, the following appears in the records: 
110ccasionelly Harry and Danny w:Juld run deep out into the field 
and throvi a long one into home plate to show off their arms. 
After three of these, Danny returned to report thA.t 1his arm felt 
like it ·was falling off 1 and L urged him to take it easy. The 
others jeered him for his attempted demonstration, obviously 
very interested in starting slowly from the beginning to break 
themselves in~ .. 11 -5 0 +5 +10 
2. 11 The boys started to scrimmage under the refereeship of the 
physical instructor, with a team of about equal talent; and it 
was obvious by everyone 1 s remarks, on the first team anyway, 
that the main purpose was to win the game. L tried pointing 
out that it was nice to win, but often not the most important 
factor in playing a game. This idea wasn 1t too well accepted." -5 0 +5 +10 
3. 11L mentioned the Father and Son banquet again and most of the 
boys had already arranged to come. Bill sadly announced that he 
wouldn 1t be able to make itJ since his father was dead. The 
rest of the group fell into an einbarrassed silence. 11 -5 0 +5 +10 
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4. 11When L asked whether someone could bring some water colors next 
week, Dick replied, 1Me 1 -he could get some in school. The boys 
often 1steal 1 from a storeroom on the third floor which was often 
left open. 11Jhen L asked the other boys what they thought about 
this, SeymoLIT merely repled that he also knew of the open store-
. room and that it 'shouldn't be left open. 1 L wondered if this 
was the way of going around getting things properly - certainly 
it wasn 1t a main issue - but was that the way that things should 
be done? 3eyrnour, Butch, and Dick, v.rho had not considered the 
situation the least bit serious, stopped to think for a moment, 
and then Seymour shrugged his shoulders saying, 1No, it isn't 
right 1 - and Dick agreed with him. u -5 0 +5 +10 
J:II. WIDER HORIZONS 
l. 11 Tom started a discussion by asking L specifically why we were 
known as a Gray-Y club and what that meant. L, •. took about 
ten minutes discussing the simple purpose and platform of the 
Gray-Y, telling about the nationwide scope of its fellowship, 
and the contributions to the Y's V·'orld Service Fund, and the 
simple form of ritual in the meetings and the initiation which 
we could 1get to later. 1 The boys were quite interested, 
particularly in the ritual aspect and giving to the Service 
Fund. 11 -5 0 +5 +10 
2. Up to now the group has concentrated very heavily in athletics: 
If Dick wanted to know if we were going to go· to the museum this 
afternoon - he had heard it mentioned a couple of weeks ago and 
had ~otten extra carfare from his mother today for this purpose. 
L explained that it had not been decided upon. L asked the 
boys whether they wanted to go to the museum this afternoon or 
have the usual basketball practice. They decided upon basket-
ball. .. 11 -5 0 +5 +10 
3. 11 0n the way out to the pond (for a fishing trip) •.• L asl}::ed the 
boys if they wanted to pick up a Narine who was hitching a 
ride. Of course they would, particularly after cl.iscussing 
I"'arines only a couple of weeks ago! Fortuna.teJ..y he turned out 
to be a very intelligent fellow and when Dick .::..sked. him out-
ri q;ht if the !viarine s had won the \>far, he practically repeated 
L 1 s words of two weeks before that he guessed aJ.l the services 
had a part in the victory. \~/hen he got out .• " the boys gave him 
a hearty 1 ~oodbye. 1 They had been quite impre:3sed by him and 
by the fact that he didn 1t relish the idea of going back into 
combat (he was a recalled reservist).tr -5 0 +5 +10 
IV. SOCIAL RE3PON3IBTI,ITY TO EACH OTHER 
l. 11Hate returned to the club room shortly after the meeting was 
dismissed complaining that he had lost 50 cents out of his 
coat which was hanging; ii1 the coat room. He asked L if he 
could lend him the money because he w:>vJ.d get 1 k::!.lled 1 if 
he didn 1t bring the butter home. L told him tha.t unfortunately 
he was short of change and wouldn 1t be able to. Hate asked if 
he could take it from the club dues and promised to pay it 
back - 25 cents per vreek. Bob and several others were present 
and Bob thought that this would be perrnissable and went around 
to the other members in the building explaining Nate's pli~Sht 
and then finally gave him the 50 cents ,It -5 0 +10 
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2. 11 Bob came back just in time to borrow Al 1 s bike which was lent 
to him with some skepticism. Bob returned the bike with a flat 
tire shortly thereafter. Al was completely outraged with this, 
saying, 1 I knew it would happen, 1 and broke into tears. The boys 
said that the rim of Al 1s wheel had been damaged and would 
continue to have blowouts if it weren't fixed, but Al, being a 
smaller boy, had not been bothered much by the condition and 
refused to believe that it was anybody~ s but Bob 1 s fault. L 
said that perhaps.Bob should help get the rim and tire fixed and 
Bob a~reed to this. Al would have none of this and left the 1Y1 
quite tearfully. 11 -5 0 +5 +10 
J, 11 Dave introduced his two friends and the boys decided to vote 
~hem immediately .•• Bob abstained from votin~ for Albert, and Ted 
his brother immediately jeered that he knew why. Albert was a 
wonderful baseball catcher, and Bob had wanted to be a catcher 
and had all the equipment coming for Christmas, and would lose 
out if Albert were voted in. Bob immediately sprang at Ted and 
L had to intercede. Both Jack and Dan began taunting Bob 
viciously and he finally broke down, running from the room and 
slamminr.; the door behind him. 11 -5 0 +5 +10 
4. HSeymour explained that Dick had been sick all week in bed with 
the chickenpox and wouldn't be at the meeting. L suggested that 
the club might send him a card- all aP.;reed and. Seymour, as 
temporary secretary-treasurer, agreed to carry out this plan .. 11-5 0 +5 +10 
SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY TO THE AGENCY 
l. After a visit to L 1 s home the followinP.; incident appears in the 
process record~ 1'L requested that they refrain from throwing 
snowballs in the apartment area or from taking any into the 
truck (which belonged to the agency). In spite of this, a couple 
of snowballs were thrown behind L 1s back, and Dick brought a huge 
one into the truck which he brou~t out after the trip ~ot under 
way. L stopped the truck and made them clean vut the snow .. , and 
told them, that on account of this they could net stop off as 
planned ... Dave was asked (by the boys) to apolu~ize for them, 
which he did most eloquently. 11 -5 0 
2. 11When L returned to the lobby, Boys 1 Di:c•}c·r.o:::· informed him that 
his boys were out front throwing sn01!Vb2.lls •• at Uh 'Y' uuildL.'1g ... 
'Y' policy forbade snowball throwing on the 1Y: ;s:rounds. As L 
opened the door several shouted~ led by AJ.Lwrt and Ph:il primarily, 
'there's 3id 1 and then threw several S::i.o,tTballs at t~1e (ioor .. , L 
took it jokingly, explai'ned the pali·~y tu them as best he could .. ; 
and suggested that they gc to a nearb;yr field •.• As L turned to re-
enter tho buil.dirl!<;) t}!VC' more snowballs hit the door amidst much 
laughter. L turned, explained ..• that this wa.s an agGncy ruling 
and thc;t ••• he couldn't l:w responsibl0 f':>:C' A.lly e. ct. ion that the 
agency might take if -chey cont::.nu-:::d. , oLe-.t.er vlnen L left the 
building to go home with the Executive .·J~.cec:to:o:· tr.c boys were 
back on the lawn. The E:zecutive 0irccto".:", n ~asl:cd therr. to leave 
the grounds. As L was enterinG>; the C8.r) two more snowballs 
+10 
hit him.on the back, •• n -5 0 +5 +10 
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.3, "When L announced a Club Officers 1 Training Program sponsored by 
the 1Y, 1 all the boys with the exception of Tom wanted to go. 
There was much discussion .•• as to what orices they would try 
for. Jam was sure that he would be elected treasurer, and 
urged 'l'om to go to the course and try for treasurer." -5 0 +5 +10 
4. 11 During the proceedings (of the final party for the season) 
Seymour mentioned that there was· enough food for everybody, 
sug~ested inviting in a few people on the staff, and began with 
the Boys' worker who commended them on having elected officers, 
for their program for the past year. They also invited in a 
young secretary, the 11 sweetheart 11 of the agency, and Ned) the 
desk clerk ..• These guests were thoroughly enjoyed by the group~ 
and the officers were introduced to them. 11 -5 
SOCIAL RESPON3IBILITY TO THE C01vllYIDNITY 
1. At the first meeting of the group the following is recorded: 
HA discussion concerning dues followed. It couldn't be decided 
whether dues should be 5, 10, or 15 cents. Interspersed with 
this was 90 cents they had alreaqy collected among themselves 
as dues in a previous informal meeting. 1Let 1 s give it to the 
Jimmy Fund and start ne1,v 1 ~ob suggested. There was a differ-
ence of opinion. L suggested that maybe we could start with 
90 cents in the treasury - we would need a few little things 
such as paper, etc., and later on in the season we could give 
a dollar or two to the Jimmy Fund. h. vote settled it. 11 (The 
vote was in favor of keeping the 90 cents in the treasury.) -5 
2. 11 L hoped that a few boys would show up since they really should 
get started on a newspaper before long. Sid, who had just 
arrived commented to the affirmative and added that the Arch-
bishop starts his drive 1~pril lst and that everyone around 
here saves for him. L hoped that our drive would be over 
bofore the Archbishop 1 s and l\.lbert added a gloomful 'yes, ' 
0 +10 
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comment in.<?; that the Archbishop was 1toufSh competition.' 11 -5 0 +5 +10 
3, 11L,,. explained that the World Service Program was now in 
effect and would the· boys like to make a contribution from 
the treasury. Seymour quickly added up the funds stating 
that we bad -~3.85; and thou~ht that we could afford 75 cents 
and all agreed. n -5 0 +5 +10 
VII. ENRICHED INTERE0T0 
l. 11L asked them for ideas and interest in crafts projects. The 
boys seemed very interested and L suggested a puppet project. 
He explained to them the method of making puppets, staging, the 
writing of a production, etc., and they were interested in the 
vrhole thinf!;. Each volunteered to bring something in as they 
wanted to start the following week •.. Al thought that it would be 
a lot of fun ... and they all agreed. It (The project ran for 4 to 5 
weeks and included puppet-making, scenery, painting.) -5 0 +5 +10 
2. "Dick said that his father had volunteered to make the stage 
for the group if they would supply the wood. L said that this 
was very thoughtful of his father but wondered if the boys 
might not like to make the ste.ge themselves. They all· agreed 
that this might be fun and L sug~ested that they keep their 
eyes open for large cardboard boxes~ •• 11 -5 0 +5 +10 
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3. 11 As they were .eating, Butch rolled up his·lunch bag making a hat 
out of it and claiming that he was the 1 King of Em;land 1 " The 
other boys in a gleeful mood followed suit with .::,eymour claiming 
comically that he was the 1 Queen of 0pades 1 , and little Dick, 
pompously, and very humorously, the 'Duke of Gloucester 1 • L 
followed suit as the 'Prince of Wales 1 and led off into a story in 
which all.the boys participated. The story revolved &round the 
Robin Hood story somehow eventually bringing in bnow VJhite in 
which the boys cham;ed their characters to those of 'the seven 
d•,a.rfs. 11 -5 0 +5 +10 
4. 11Robbie completed his (painting) minus the sky and background· 
early in the period~ vfuen L pointed this out~.he went on to 
finish it. As he did this, he began singing in a very high and 
beRlJtifuJ voice. L picked this up, and shortly eveyone was sing-
~ng cowboy songs ••. the singing continued for the remaining half 
hour of the period. 11 -5 0 +5 +10 
VIII. HANDLING CONFLICTS 
l. 11 Suddenly Nate gave Jack a quick kick in the shins underneath the 
table and Jack, with sudden fury, and gusto, poked Nate viciously 
in t~e eye. Nate co+lapsed in a pool of tears and it was necessary 
for L to pull Jack off Nate, Everyone felt that Nate had it coming 
and prized Jack for his action. L·suggested that Nate go out and 
get cleaned up in the washroom and come back when he was feeling 
better, but he tearfully refused to do this, and then L demanded 
that he sit in the other side of the room away from Jack. L also 
i·epr:5Jr.anded Jack for using this method of settling the matter. Jack 
said that he would ·nut the gloves on with him any day. The boys 
reminded Jack that boxing gloves could be only used for instruc-
tion, with an instructor in attendance, at the 1Y1 • L commented 
that it was too bad that the boys felt the way they did and that 
such a situation had to happen at a club meeting, 11 -5 · 0 +5 +10 
2. After a club party, the following is recorded: 
It ••• two ladies who belong to a women 1 s group entered the kitchen 
"with several dirty dishes and noticing that the boys were prepar-
ing to wash theirs, attempted .•. to inveigle the boys by compliment 
and motheTly attitude into doing theirs, 'J'he feelings of the 
e;rour were verbHlized by Joe wbo wondered why, since the women 
ivP.re .::.bout to do theirs, they couldn't do ours tQo. L suggested 
thc:.t perhaps the boys would like to chip in with the women and 
:r,l.J.ke short wo:·k of the process. Unfortunately, ·they (the women) 
had not taken the situation kindly and decided that it would be 
better if each did his own. 11 -5 0 +5 +10 
3. 11V'lhen it c2.me time for Butch to pay his dues he wanted to know 
who was responsible for raising them from 5 to 10 cents. George 
pointed out that it h~d been voted upon at the second or third 
meetin~. Butch wouldn't accept this, although L remembers that 
Butch was present at the meeting. Butch declared, 'Well if you 
can make rules like that so can I and I think that you (pointing 
to Al) should be fined 5 cents for talking out of turn 1 , L 
explained that this wasn't the way decisionswere arrived at and 
that he would have to abide with the decision of the group. The 
boys agreed that Butch at L 1 s suggestion should only have to pay 20 
cents to have his dues brought up to d2te since any more would un-
doubtedly be a hardship on himJ and his absence (from previous meet-
ings) was explainable. Butch sat back to read a funny book that he 
had brought with him .. 11 -5 0 +5 +10 
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4. 11 At several points during the meeting, both Tom and George became 
boisterous and L was forced to ask them to cooperate after they 
both got out of their seats and started an argwnent over who was 
makin,g; the most. noise. 11 
-5 0 +5 +10 
IX. LEAlJET1.JHIP AND PARTICIPATION 
X. 
L tJBob j;1t:nediately took over the meeting and read a constitution 
which he had prepared. The whole document, about a page and a 
haJ f lon'!, revolved around fining the club members for misbe-
hc-wing on the playing fields o_r at the meetings. L asked the 
other members what they thought of this constitution and they 
agreed that it wasn't quite what they had eXpected. L explained 
that what Bob had written could definitely be part of the by-
lil;..rs c.'!J he would furnish the boys with sample constitutions 
if a fe~..J ::>f them wanted to get together and prepare something 
for the club. Only Bob seemed interested and L suggested that 
he mi<:.:ht read a sample constitution at the next meeting. 11 -5 0 +5 +10 
2. 11Narty broke in and informed L that the boys had elected him 
captain of the basketball team last Thursday night at the 
practice. Could he say a few words at the meeting? He had 
the lineups figured out and wanted to say more about uniforms, 
L. assured him that he could. 11 
LATER; 11Ivlarty imr.1ediately took over the meeting explaining the 
basketball lineup and why he had picked certain fellows for 
first and second string. Only Danny was dissatisfied that he 
hadn 1t made first string and }~rty explained quite frankly and 
sincerely that everyone couldn 1t make it and that Danny would 
~et plenty of chance to play. He. then urged everyone to start 
saving for their basketball uniforms, only three dollars, and 
sug?;ested it to their 'parents as Christmas gifts. 11 -5 0 +5 +10 
3- 11 As the group started to clean up (after a puppet-makin,g; session), 
Jerry and Frank made for the door. Dick very sternly asked them 
to come back e.nd help, and assured them that they were lucky to 
be in the club at all considering how much they had been absent 
and how they he.d acted at previous meetings. The two boys 
returned reluctantly ..• 11 -5 0 +5 +10 
COOPERATIVE PLAl\JNHJG 
1. "Albert met L in the lobby on February 6 and inforll).ed him that 
tcr:Jay v£:=; B::)l1 1 3 birthday and the boys would like to have a party 
for him as they had been accustomed to do for the other boys. L 
suggested th~t we hold the party during the regular meeting 
tomorrow and that Albert might take some money out of the treasury 
and buy some donuts and cocoa. Albert said that he would ~et hold 
of the others and make the arrangements." 
FEB. 7: 11 Dan came early and C!IDle out into the kitchen and watched 
Las L comoleted two signs for the party ... He helped L arrange the 
tables and the chairs ... Jack arrived shortly after with a pot full 
of warm cocoa that he claimed he had mede himself at home, put it 
on the stove and lovingly guarded it and stirred it, te~ing time 
out to h~lp.Albert with setting the cups and plates. Albert had 
arrived with the donuts. Soon the kitchen was buzzing with 
boy~ ..• 11 
-5 0 +5 +10 
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2. FEB. 28: 11L dropped the idea that we all might like to stay through on 
some Thursday ni~ht and cook supper together before going to basket-
ball practice. There was much interest in this. 11 
d . W.CH 6: "L then wondered if the group would like to have supper to-
gether next Thursday night before basketball practice. L explained 
that we would have a simple menu - something like meatloaf, baked 
potatoes, canned corn, and pie. Ken immediately volunteered to 
head a committee, followed by Ben and Mike. They were accepted by 
the group .. ,L suggested that we could do away with dues next week 
and contribute a quarter a piece, a potato, and something else such 
as a loaf of bread, quart of milk, etc. Ken was seen signin~ up 
those who wanted to come and ended up with eleven boys. 11 
iYIARCH 13: Summary of the supper: - Ken had collected the money 
and three pledges for the contributions of food for the su?per. 
Each boy contributed some item to the total meal, helped pre-
pare, serve, and clean up, Eleven boys attended. 11 -5 0 +5 +10 
3. 11 In the discussion (concerning. L 1s leaving the group for the 
summer) it was decided that we would go fishing next week, have 
a big party the last Saturday and elect our officers at that 
time. Dick volunteered with J'oe to head a refreshment committee 
and have their mothers donate cake. 11 -5 0 +5 +10 
XI . GROUP THINKING 
l. At the first meeting of the club the following is recorded: 
"L then assured them that this was their club, that its purpose 
and activities would be d·etermined by them, as long as they 
remained within the rules of the agency. A club like this 
could be a lot of fun. There were all sorts of things we 
could do; we could all learn a lot from it. A barrage of 
suggestions from the floor picked this up - trips, e party, 
swimming, and particularly, starting right now, a football 
team. vie agreed to retire to the field after the meeting. 11 · -5 0 +5 +10 
2, 11Someone sug~ested a name for the club and the next 10 minutes 
were spent discussing this; L said that perhaps they should 
think about a name and bring some in next week. Hal thought 
that we_should decide upon a name today. Sam agreed with him. 
Bill sug~ested that it should be 1 something containing the 
activity'. They decided 'Midgets 1 was too common, but that they 
liked the name because they were all young boys. Someone had 
mentioned 'Gremlins 1 before, and Bill brou$t it up again. L 
explained the meaning of the word ru1d wrote it out in large 
letters so thc:.t they could see it: Dom wondered if it might 
be top large a name to go on sport je.ckets. Everyone agreed 
that it was a good name and that theywould keep it for this 
week anyway. 11 -5 0 +5 +lO 
3. 111 presented the group with an application for Gray-Y membership 
and informed them that it had to be signed by the president of 
the club, and e.sked who they thought should have the honor o:t;' 
being temporary president. Everyone immediately raised their 
hand, assuring L that he ought to sign. There was much bickering 
over this point and L asked wha.t they would expect of a president ..• 
Albert thought that it should be someone who was 'liked by every-
one 1 • Joe said that he didn 1 t know, and Dick thought that he 
should be liked and a businessman'. Dick added that since Seymour 
was the only elected temponry officer, that he should have the honor 
of signing the paper. Albert protested that he already held an 
office and couldn 1t be both, but the rest of the boys agreed that 
he should be the one •.. This satisfiea everyone and Seymour cere-
moniously signed. 11 · -5 0 +5 +10 
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XII. GROUP LOYALTY AND IviORALE 
l. 11Bob,., commented that we all had decided to chip for a window 
broken when one of the members threw a stone at .it on the way 
home from basketball practice the other night. L had not heard 
about this and Bob exnlained that they didn't want the Boys 1 
Director to hear about it, for fear that he 1 would get mad 
and do something 1 ,11 
-5 0 .+5 +10 
2. In a discussion concerning a supper that the group was planning, 
-:~t.e fcJlo1-ring is recorded: 11 Sid commented that it was 1 silly' to 
have to pa.y a quarter, make a contribution (of food), cook the 
meal, and do the dishes - when he could ~o home and get a good 
su9pe:r for nathinP.;, no work involved. Jack agreed. It was 
obvious that both boys merely looked upon it as a lot of work. 
Frank commented that they 1had missed the point' entirely- how 
mu:::h fun this would be for the club to do this together. L 
mentioned that he had just recently gone to lunch with some ~roups 
of friends from school- although he really couldn't afford it 
a.t. t.h;: time, a;1rl. nr: had his lur.ch with hjm to boot - but that it 
was}!£-} do th~.ngc1 like that to~ether once in a while with friends. 
J!:ver·yone B.f.SreedJ and Sid and Jack looked very thoughtful. 11 -5 0 +5 +10 
J. 11 L took the opnortunity to inject a few words about Gray-Y at 
this point - since Joe had just mentioned the fact thHt the club 
was the first to. be mentioned for their World 0ervice contribu-
tion on the "thermometer chart 11 on the bulletin board ... At this 
point, everyone wanted to go out and see the chart, and L 
ohljged; At the same time L picked up the World Service pins 
at the office, givinr:.s them to each boy. The boys were quite 
pleased with this recognition, and obviously proud to see their 
name the only one filled in at present. 11 -5 0 +5 +10 
.A.IIL 
l. 
ACCEPTAI'~CE OF DIFFERENCES 
itA prospective list (of new members) was sug,g;ested ..• One prospect 
was disliked by several of the boys - he was 1too small and a 
troublemaker'. Joe, a small boy himself, jumped at the refer-
ence. 1 So whet, :r:rm small too 1 • L exolained that it vms up to 
them who they wanted in the club, but to be fair about it. .Small 
boys have much to give a club in many ways. 3uchtiRngs as size 
shouldn't determine membership completely. They agreed, and 
would e t least allow him the nrivilege of being voted upon if he 
should show up At the next meeting. 11 -5 
2. 11After basketball prE•ctice ... Henry, Bob and Joe came to L and 
after some embarrassment, wa11ted to know if they could 1kick 1 
l'hrty out because he talked. too much and foole.d around. L 
exolPined that perhans they hadn 1t ~iven l'"arty much of a chance 
to show his 1 rc.al stuff 1 • Perhaps they should wait a week or 
two or longer - maybe he would che.nge .. ,This seemed to satisfy 
0 +10 
them. 11 -5 0 +5 +10 
3. 11 L introduced Ken, a very your1g 9 yee.r old who wanted to get into 
the club. Ken eXPlained that he wa8 a member of the Saturday 
camp but th:.t he wanL c:d +,o g~:t ir1t o a club such as this . Se;ymour 
immediately cornmentec'l. upon his ae;e n.nd wa.A follovrsri by siillilar 
comments from Joe and AJ.bert. L pointed ..:>ut th?.t the club was 
for boys from 9-12, but thP.t perhe.pH Kon ..::hould. stay througn 
today as our guest .. ,and, "'la'~ei:' we could discu;;_;s LJ:··e situation 
among ourselves. 11 -5 0 +5 +10 
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XIV. DECREASING HEED FOR THE LEADER 
l. "As L entered the 1Y1 about 10 a.m., the Boys 1 Director informed 
him that his club was having an impromptu meeting in one of the 
clubrooms with the leader of another group. They were having a 
meetinq; to decide- what to do since it was rainin.g; and the fo::Jtball 
~~e hPd been cancelled, As L headed for the clubroom the door 
flew open and Henry came running out saying;, 1Hi Sid, we 1re hav-
ing a meeting, and I 1ve broll£Sht a new member, Lou, my cousin'. 
The club members wore quite excited and self-satisfied at the 
spontaneity of the meeting and wanted to decide on something to 
do for tho day and to vote on Lou. Six of them were present, 
including Seymour who was .in good spirits and very happy to see 
L e.nd th~ boys aE_;ain (he had been ill.) 11 · -5 0 
2. 11 Bob called L earlier in the week to arrange for a meeting from 
5-6 p.m. after L 1 s model plane club meeting on: 'I'hursday, since 
their regular meetinf!; scheduled oh Wednesdc..y hed been postponed 
because of L's inability to attend. The boys felt th.::.t they would 
rather h2ve a meeting with L present. Bob said thet there were 
sever11l things th~t he wanted to telk with the boys about at the 
meetinf., pPrticularly concerning fines, a constitution which he 
had'written, and basketball practice each Thursday night At the 
+5 +10 
local school gym, 11 -5 0 +5 +10 
3. "Bob then sP.id that he didn rt know exactly how to say it but that 
the boys thought thrt L was not spending enou~h time with them 
in the group, pointing out that L was onlywith them at meetings, 
every other Saturday ~fternoon, and occasional basketball func-
tions. Bob thou~ht th?.t 'three clubs were too much for any-
ono 1• 11 -5 0 +5 +10 
It would be greatly appreciated if the next two pages were used for general 
corrunents around the following questions, or for any remarks you wish to make, 
They will be helpful in making the results and the interpretations of them 
more meaningful. 
1. Were the excerpts sufficient in content so that you had enough information 
t:) rate them? 
?, . Would back~round material on the groups from which these excerpts were taken 
:-~.:;.ve helped you in the rating? If so, what kind of information would you 
have wanted? 
3. Do you feel that one set of criteria can be standardized for one sex and 
age range regardless of cultural, religious, socio-economic, background 
and other factors? 
• 4. lt.!ould the use of the full scale (-5, -4, -3, -2, -1, O, l, 2, etc.) have made 
the rating of these excerpts easier? irJas the scale as used in the cmestion-
naire sufficient or did the excerpts warrant the use of the full scale? 
5. Were the excerpts sufficient to illustrate the criteria under which they 
appeared? 
